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org ; Release DateAugust 25, 2006 ; Size11.8 GB ; UDF; MIMA ; R5.1 ; DisplayMode (Full Screen); Audio (English) ; Format DVD ; Region Free ; Genre Comedy ; Season 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ; Average Bitrate: 288 Kbps ; ReleaseType : Full Rip ; Downloadable ; Average Views : 58k ; Downloads : 191 ; Date Added : 2015-10-03 20:53:15 ; Date Last Updated : 2015-10-03 20:53:15 ; In the distant past, life
consisted of dinosaurs. In this time, a small group of creatures, which survived in the pre-historic period, slowly began evolving into Homo Sapiens. These were Adam and Eve, the first human couple, which settled in the center of the world, the Garden of Eden. Thus we enter the story of the adult mankind. Table of contents Description Welcome to the world of Big Bang Theory. The series is about
the middle class American family living in the city, whose members are scientists, mathematicians, engineers, artists, and writers. Two brothers called Leonard and Sheldon — the Sheldon is obsessed with science and the Leonard believes in God — live with their mom and dad. Their world is shattered when Sheldon's girlfriend, Amy, leaves for a distant city. Amy marries a lawyer in this city, and
Sheldon and Amy divide their apartment into a split apartment. It's a terrible divorce for the friends, which have been through many difficulties in their lives. But, they agree to stay friends, and they are constantly trying to help each other. The main characters — Sheldon and Leonard — get a lot of emotional support from their friends, which are not only young but also geeky, not fit into any fashion,
and they live in a society where intelligence is not respected. They are often harassed by their schoolmates and colleagues, but they remain optimistic and try to make sense of the chaos in their lives. Time passes, and their friends grow old and die one after another. The three friends — Sheldon, Leonard, and Penny — are still going to visit her mother, who lives alone. The friends start to realize the
true meaning of friendship. They start to understand that the only friends worth having are those who stay with you through thick and thin. Please enjoy this DVD collection of the first three seasons of the TV show Big Bang Theory. The Big Bang 82157476af
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